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11 Introduction
Militarism is not an easy concept to describe: the Oxford English Dictionary
defines it as “The belief that a country should maintain a
strong military capability and be prepared to use it
aggressively to defend or promote national interests.” This definition is apparently
attempting to be objective, although the use of the word “aggressively” could be seen
as suggesting a negative undertone. Kjell Skjelsbaek quotes an encyclopedic article
by Lawrence Radway in his article “Militarism, Its Dimensions and Corollaries: An
Attempt at Conceptual Clarification” that states that the term usually has a
derogatory meaning and that “like legalism or clericalism it suggests excess: a lack
of proportion in policy or, when warriors, a disregard for appropriate professional
bounds” (215). Nowadays, the term is indeed mostly used in a negative context, as
for instance, when discussing aspects of culture that idolize soldiers and war. Most of
this criticism seems to be directed towards the United States that not only has a
disproportionate military budget but also media in which the military is glorified: in
other words, the excess of militarism.
Many of Kurt Vonnegut’s works, even when they are not explicitly about
war, include the motif of anti-militarism. As Vonnegut himself fought in World War
Two, he probably was rather critical of the glorification of warfare, especially of
World War Two as a just war in which the Allies were fighting an inhuman enemy
and did nothing wrong. As Bo Pettersson puts it: “Despite their apparent absurdity,
Vonnegut’s experiences of cruelty and suffering during the war seem to have laid the
foundations of a solidly humane vision” (46). Vonnegut’s criticism is not limited to
World War Two: he also focuses on the myth of militarism by satirizing propaganda
and the arms buildup, which makes him a natural choice for this topic.
1.1 Aims and Methods
I intend to focus on militarism in three of Vonnegut’s early novels: Cat’s
Cradle, The Sirens of Titan, and Slaughterhouse-Five, as well as three of Vonnegut’s
early short stories: “Report on the Barnhouse Effect,” “All the King’s Horses” and
“The Manned Missiles.” The reason for focusing on these novels and short stories is
2that they provide me with the most material regarding my topic, which is Vonnegut’s
portrayal and criticism of militarism and the myths associated with it. My main
method is to analyze parts of the novels that pertain to militarism with the help of
secondary material, the most important of which is perhaps Pettersson’s study The
World According to Kurt Vonnegut, thanks to its stances on free will and
determinism which can be applied to most of the novels discussed in this thesis.
Other secondary material includes Paul Fussell’s book The Great War and Modern
Memory. While it is about World War One and therefore not directly relevant to
Vonnegut’s own experiences, which he portrays in Slaughterhouse-Five, it describes
concepts that could be considered universally relevant when it comes to the view of
war. Another useful book is Richard Giannone’s Vonnegut: A Preface to His Novels,
which is a source for biographical information as well as some analytical concepts
that can be applied to Vonnegut’s work.
1.2 On Kurt Vonnegut and His Works
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. was born on November 11, 1922 in Indianapolis,
Indiana. In Giannone’s words, “the story of America since Vonnegut’s birth is a
story of catastrophes: the boom-to-bust 1920s; the great depression; World War II;
the postwar dawning of the atomic age; the Korean War; the crimes of Vietnam; the
flurry of assassinations; the era of Nixonian duplicity” (3–4). Vonnegut’s work
would indeed be colored by the tumultuous times he had lived through, especially
those of the first half of the 20th century. His first novel, Player Piano, was released
in 1952, which, along with his next novels The Sirens of Titan (1959) and Mother
Night (1962), Giannone describes as being “salaciously packaged as a drugstore
quick-sale” (7).
His next novels, Cat’s Cradle (1963) and God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater
(1965) also failed to gain popularity or critical acclaim, but 1969’s Slaughterhouse-
Five, or The Children’s Crusade: A Duty-Dance with Death became his most
popular, critically acclaimed and influential work, and also received a critically
successful film adaptation in 1972. In her article, “All This Happened, More Or Less:
What A Novelist Made of The Bombing Of Dresden”, Ann Rigney quotes The
Economist on the novel’s success: “he went from ‘science-fiction writer’ to ‘literary
3icon’: ‘the novel caught the brooding anti-establishment mood of the times and
became an instant bestseller’” (Rigney, 7).
A World War Two novel with autobiographical elements based on
Vonnegut’s own experiences of surviving the firebombing of Dresden, the novel also
“brought him to himself by expressing the suppressed pain of the massacre”
(Giannone, 82). Vonnegut would write eight more novels – most of which would be
about the “catastrophes” listed by Giannone, acting as reflections of their time – as
well as several collections of essays and short stories before passing away in 2007.
Fussell writes in The Great War and Modern Memory that many readers
take memoirs of the Great War as being “documentary” or “history”, therefore
overlooking that they tend to have fictional characters (312). He may be referring to
World War One, but this kind of confusion between fiction and reality is what drives
the descriptions of war in the Vonnegut novels covered in this thesis, whether it is
the “martyrs” of a banana republic’s army in Cat’s Cradle, the narrative of Earth’s
victory over the mind-controlled Martian army in The Sirens of Titan, or the
justifications for the firebombing of Dresden that Slaughterhouse-Five implicitly
criticizes.
In many of Vonnegut’s works, the question of free will as it pertains to
soldiers and those who give them orders is thematized. In the case of The Sirens of
Titan, the soldiers literally have no free will, while Slaughterhouse-Five concerns
itself with the question of determinism, or the concept of everything being
predetermined and human beings having very little or no control over the universe.
Cat’s Cradle as well as some of Vonnegut’s short stories also deal with the concept
that science will almost inevitably be used for military applications, and the choices
that scientists make in order to prevent or allow this.
2 The Sirens of Titan
2.1 On The Sirens of Titan
Klinkowitz describes The Sirens of Titan as being “dressed out as a space
opera” and published as a paperback novel, but aimed at readers of the magazine
4Collier's, which published short stories by Vonnegut and his peers (46). The novel,
much like most of Vonnegut's output, has never achieved the same amount of
recognition as Slaughterhouse-Five, and unlike Cat's Cradle, science fiction circles
did not award it any honors.
The novel is about a man called Malachi Constant, who is sent on a trip
across the galaxy because of Winston Niles Rumfoord (a character who later appears
in Slaughterhouse-Five), a rich man who has become “chrono-synclastically
infundibulated” due to flying his spaceship into an anomaly in space. As a result, he
knows everything that has happened or will happen in the future, and uses this
information to turn Constant into a sort of holy figure for his new religion. Along the
way, Constant becomes a soldier in the Army of Mars in an intentionally failed
invasion of Earth, thus infusing the novel with criticism on militarism as well as
religion and the men who shape human history.
2.2 Myths of Militarism in The Sirens of Titan
Chapters Four to Seven of the novel deal directly with Constant’s
experiences in the Army of Mars. Much like Cat's Cradle, the army deals with
military rhetoric that seems absurd. For example, the army barracks display banners
depicting the countries that each unit is supposed to “attack and paralyze when the
war between Mars and Earth began” (The Sirens of Titan 105–106)1, their chants
contain cocky phrases like “Terror, grief and desolation – Hut, tup, thrup, fo! – Come
to every Earthling nation!” (135), and Constant is told “again and again and again
that he was the best soldier in the best squad in the best platoon in the best company
in the best battalion in the best regiment in the best division in the best army” (99). It
should be noted that the Army of Mars consists entirely of humans recruited for the
purpose of waging war on Earth, unlike most science fiction media of the time,
which often depicted Mars as the place of origin of an invading alien army. By
making the invading force human, Vonnegut is criticizing the notion of war as a
black and white affair, which is what often happens in actual portrayals of war, as
well as in science fiction featuring alien invasions. In the novel, the invaders, even if
they are mind-controlled, are just as human as the people who defeat them, which
1 Subsequent references to The Sirens of Titan in this chapter are given by page numbers in
parenthesis.
5humanizes them and gives the war an air of irony. Since the invaders are humans
who only participate in the war because they are being mind-controlled, killing them
does not seem as justified as in stories where one side is portrayed as the “other”.
The entire population of Mars is said to consist of only eighty-seven
thousand troops (135), and thus one can conclude that it would be ludicrous to expect
that the Army of Mars could actually defeat that of Earth. What is more, their
equipment is also dated: for example, Constant has a rifle that dates from the
Spanish-American war, which took place in 1898 (106–107). While it is never
explicitly stated when the action takes place, the rifle is most likely at least several
decades old. In addition, they have “no nuclear weapons, no tanks, no medium or
heavy artillery, no air cover” (169) Nevertheless, the myth of the greatness of the
Army of Mars is important to the war effort: even though the soldiers are radio-
controlled through antennas in their skulls (87), when they prepare to start their
attack on Earth, the antennas become unnecessary because “war fever had them
now” (134), suggesting that all the rhetoric actually has an effect on the soldiers,
despite their seeming lack of free will. The officers are another example of the
military being propped up just for the sake of appearing like a major army: they wear
gaudy uniforms and are allowed certain privileges, such as drinking (160-162), but
they have antennas in their heads like regular soldiers (100) and thus no actual
power. Therefore, the only reason for the existence of the officer class is to keep up
appearances and make it seem like the Army of Mars is led by a group of great
leaders.
As predicted, Earth defeats the Martian invaders with ease: “At the end
of the war, every Martian had been killed, wounded, captured, or been found
missing” (168). However, it turns out that the entire war has been machinated by
Winston Niles Rumfoord, and his intention all along is for Mars to lose (176).
Rumfoord’s version of the history of the invasion is that it “had been a tawdry
butchery of virtually unarmed saints, saints who had waged a feeble war on Earth in
order to weld the peoples of that planet into a monolithic Brotherhood of Man”
(177). Klinkowitz notes the similarities between Rumfoord and Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, whom he describes as having been “the seeming agent of [radical
change]” in the period between 1932 and 1945 (50). Both Roosevelt and Rumfoord
6enacted their change with the help of war, and it is no surprise that Vonnegut chose
to make Rumfoord a postwar reformer. The fact that Rumfoord’s war was
orchestrated by him highlights Vonnegut’s position on the myth of the glorification
of warfare. The uniting of Earth under a Brotherhood of Man also brings to mind the
fact that during World War Two, the Allies united against the Axis, creating a
temporary brotherhood even between the United States and the Soviet Union, which
would later become rival superpowers. Vonnegut most likely refers to the fact that
the Cold War began almost immediately after World War Two ended: war may in
some cases be a uniting force for mankind, but Vonnegut knows that the unity cannot
be permanent. Even Rumfoord’s supposed control over the world with his new
religion, achieved through an orchestrated war that unites mankind against invaders
from space, seems questionable because it assumes that humanity can stay united,
while history has taught us that this kind of unity does not ultimately last.
It is eerie that The Sirens of Titan predates President Dwight D.
Eisenhower’s famous farewell speech, in which he warned Americans about the
influence of the “military-industrial complex,” because Rumfoord’s plan is very
much in line with the military-industrial complex influencing American politics. By
creating his own myth of a heroic sacrifice for the benefit of all mankind, Rumfoord
elevates himself to the position of a savior of humanity, and by wearing the uniform
of the Parachute Ski Marines (130), he even gives himself an air of military
credibility, although he does not personally participate in the war. Vonnegut
therefore takes a critical position on the people who create history and explicitly so,
since the history of the war is told in Rumfoord's Pocket History of Mars, one of
“only three intelligent commentaries on war” (167). However, in the Pocket History
of Mars, Vonnegut portrays Rumfoord’s motives as not entirely selfish: “'Enough of
these fizzles of leadership, in which millions die for nothing or less!' says Rumfoord.
'Let us have, for a change, a magnificently-led few who die for a great deal'” (177).
The fact that Rumfoord changes the story of the war to create his own
myth is also evident when he speaks to a crowd:
The war that ends so gloriously today was glorious only for the saints
who lost it. Those saints were Earthlings like yourselves. They went to
Mars, mounted their hopeless attacks, and died gladly, in order that
7Earthlings might at last become one people – joyful, fraternal, and
proud. (182)
As far as the crowd is concerned, the words he speaks might as well be true: after all,
humanity as a whole has already suffered the shame of having to shoot unarmed
women and children, the last remnants of the Army of Mars (178). Of course,
Earthlings could not have known that this was due the Army of Mars being radio-
controlled and unable to resist, but their deaths are useful for making humanity
accept Rumfoord’s version of history and his new religion. Vonnegut thus criticizes
both the myth of the necessity of war and the way in which war history is told. And
even though Rumfoord’s version of history shows Earthlings as guilty of massacring
the saints from Mars, there are some examples in the novel of people who become
heroes after killing invaders: Mrs. Lyman R. Peterson was posthumously awarded
the Congressional Medal of Honor for killing “four members of the Martian Assault
Infantry with her son's .22 caliber rifle” (172), and the mayor of Boca Raton, Ross L.
McSwann, who was involved in killing thirty-five invaders, becomes a Senator
(172). Considering the equipment of the invaders, it seems absurd to put these people
on a pedestal for killing some of them, especially in the light of the later treatment of
the Army of Mars as “saints,” who were supposed to help humanity. Giannone
comments on the end of the war: “Bellicose as the Martians are, they cannot match
the butchering talents of Earthlings. [...] In its ability to kill, the planet devoted to
aggression comes in second to Earth” (33). Thus, for all its rhetoric and devotion to
the war against Earth, the Army of Mars stands no chance, because waging war
comes naturally to Earthlings. The fact that the war was orchestrated by Rumfoord
only serves to accentuate this, since it was done to highlight the brutality of mankind
and promote the myth of the Martians as saviors.
In The Sirens of Titan, Vonnegut turns the myth of heroism in war on
its head by portraying the Martian soldiers killed by Earth’s forces as pawns of a
powerful and manipulative man who wants to establish his own religion.
Furthermore, by establishing that they are thoroughly outnumbered and outgunned
and some of the Earthlings who killed many members of the Army of Mars, the
novel also provides an ironic commentary on making heroes out of people during
wartime.
8The novel also comments on the aspects of military myth that try to make
armies seem more imposing: the officers of the Army of Mars are clad in gaudy
uniforms, while in reality they are just puppets mind controlled by a handful of real
commanders.  Similarly, the chants and fanfare used by the Martians are not
particularly useful, since the soldiers are mind controlled and would have no doubts
about doing what they are told. There is also a point made about the unity achieved
by war: much like the temporary unity the Americans and Soviets achieved in World
War Two, it is unlikely the unity Rumfoord has created through pitting the Army of
Mars against Earth forces will last.
2.3 Free Will and War in The Sirens of Titan
The Sirens of Titan takes an interesting position on free will and war by
portraying almost every member of the Army of Mars as controlled by radio
antennas in their skulls. The ones who do not have antennas, “those who
demonstrated ardently that they would serve Mars heroically without being doctored
at all” (87) are either part of the secret chain of command or agents in charge of
recruiting for the army. Two of those agents, Mister Helmholtz and Miss Wiley,
“both males, both masters of disguise” (86), are the ones who recruit Malachi
Constant. It is stated that they have recruited fourteen thousand persons without
using violence (86), which means that the ones who choose to join the Army of Mars
do so out of their own free will. However, the ones who are targeted for recruitment
are “not-quite-bright men and women” who are given incentives – “nine dollars an
hour, tax free, plus food and shelter and transportation” (87) – to join. Thus, it draws
a parallel to real-world United States recruitment tactics which target the ones who
are down and out and could use the incentives offered by the military. Constant is
also in this position, having lost his wealth due to the fact that Magnum Opus, the
company started by his father, has gone bankrupt (80). What this part of the novel is
suggesting about free will and war is that the decision to join the military and give up
one’s free will is done voluntarily, although the incentives offered to people are a
major factor in convincing people to join.
When Constant has to go to a hospital to get treated for “mental
illness,” they tell him that “everybody had an antenna like that – doctors and nurses
and four-star generals included” and that “the most important rule of all was this one:
9Always obey a direct order without a moment’s hesitation” (100). Vonnegut’s point
about free will and war, at least at this point in the novel, seems to be that free will in
soldiers is crushed, in this case with the drastic measure of antennas in their skulls,
that “hurt [them] whenever  [they] did something a good soldier wouldn't ever do”
(100) – which would presumably include refusing to obey any order. He is also told
that “it was a democratic army,” which he thought was “a good way for an army to
be” (100) – an ironic statement, considering that most of the participants lack free
will and are controlled by a chosen few. Of course, real life armies are also strictly
hierarchical and thus far from democratic, strengthening the irony, since if an army
was democratic, its ability to function would be hindered. The lack of soldiers’ free
will is important to real-life armies, even if they are not literally mind controlled like
the Army of Mars. By introducing this aspect to the novel, Vonnegut is making a
statement on free will and war: the free will of soldiers is severely limited, which
affects the decisions they make. For example, the Martians choose to fight until all of
them –including women and children – have been either killed or captured, which is
a decision they would not have made voluntarily. The lack of free will also makes
the Martians more sympathetic, since while they have joined voluntarily, the actions
they have taken have been dictated by a chosen few. Vonnegut therefore
acknowledges that the free will of soldiers is limited, and aims his criticism at those
who choose to lead them into war, since they are the ones who have the power to
make decisions.
The point about the soldiers’ lack of free will is reinforced almost
directly afterwards when Constant is made to strangle a fellow soldier to death with
his bare hands, and does it despite some hesitation, because otherwise he would get
more pain from his antenna (101–102). The description of what happens after the
soldiers are called to attention is this: “Horribly, the dead man at the stake struggled
to come to attention, too, rattling his chains. He failed – failed to be a perfect soldier
– not because he didn’t want to be one but because he was dead” (103). The irony in
this is obvious: he cannot obey his order and be a perfect soldier because he is dead,
thus suggesting that a perfect soldier always obeys his orders. What Vonnegut is
suggesting is that such behavior is what armies in the real world would consider
desirable, and by contrasting the “perfect soldier” remark with the horrible death of
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the soldier strangled by Constant, he is showing how horrible the consequences of a
total lack of free will can be.
An interesting comment on free will and war that Vonnegut makes is
that the officers of the Army of Mars are not the ones truly in control of the war
effort. Instead, there is a group of eight hundred real commanders, “not one of them
with an apparent rank above buck sergeant” (116), who have control boxes with
which they can command soldiers (115). One would assume that the members of the
army without antennas in their heads (other than the agents in charge of recruitment)
would be high-ranking officers, but instead they are regular soldiers, who retain their
free will and control others. In fact, even the officers have antennas in their heads
and can be controlled by the real commanders, who can even make generals take part
in a foot race (118). The reasons for this arrangement are that “any rebellion within
the Army of Mars would be directed against the wrong people” and that “the enemy
could exterminate the entire Martian officer class without disturbing the Army of
Mars in the least” (116). The point Vonnegut is making seems to be that the officer
class is not as effective at making decisions as the ones who actually fight in wars.
For example, one of the Martians’ real commanders is Boaz, an orphan who had
been recruited when he was only fourteen (119), yet he is one of the people in charge
of commanding a squad of soldiers. If a young, presumably uneducated boy can
perform the duties of an officer, the officer class would seem inefficient compared to
regular personnel. However, the real commanders do not, in fact, have complete
reign over their actions: “Boaz based his actions, as did all the real commanders, on
what could be best described as conversational tidbits – tidbits circulated on the real-
commander level” (121). These tidbits of information, presumably somehow fed to
the real commanders by Rumfoord, represent a level on the chain of command above
even the real commanders, meaning that even they do not have free will over their
actions, despite not having antennas in their heads. This creates a situation where
outside forces are truly in control of the Army of Mars, and the system of real
commanders and officers only serves to conceal this fact. In this way, Vonnegut is
criticizing outside forces influencing militaries in the real world – which is what
Eisenhower spoke of in his farewell address. The novel was written when the Cold
War was at its post-World War Two peak, and the “us vs. them” mentality was
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playing into the hands of arms manufacturers who stood to profit from the escalating
arms race.
The way The Sirens of Titan addresses the question of free will and war
is by making the soldiers of the Army of Mars mind controlled and therefore
essentially removing their capacity for thinking. Interestingly enough, the actual
choice of joining the Army of Mars is done out of the soldiers’ own free will by
giving them various incentives, suggesting that while the soldiers are not responsible
for their actions, the act of joining does give them some agency.
Much like other Vonnegut works, officers in The Sirens of Titan are
singled out, but in this case, they do not actually have free will, but instead are
controlled by low-ranking “real commanders”. Considering one of these real
commanders is a fourteen-year-boy, this seems to imply something about officers:
while they are responsible for the actions of soldiers, it would seem that the ones
doing the actual fighting are, at least in the context of the novel, more than capable of
making decisions. Ironically enough, this means that as is stated in the novel, a
democratic army in this context actually is a good way for an army to be, even if real
life would not support this claim.
There is also the fact that Rumfoord is feeding the real commanders
information, further concealing the chain of command. This seems to be a reference
made to the outside forces that affect the ways in which military commanders make
decisions, as, for instance, the Cold War arms race going on at the time the novel was
written.
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3 Cat’s Cradle
3.1 On Cat’s Cradle
Cat’s Cradle was originally published in 1963, and in his book The
Vonnegut Effect, Jerome Klinkowitz describes this stage of Vonnegut’s career: “Even
though critical acclaim and best-sellerdom were still a big step away, his career as a
novelist was finally under way” (Klinkowitz, 47). While the novel was the first one
Vonnegut was able to get published as an actual novel instead of remaining on the
pages of magazines on "the newsstand and bus station reading racks" (47), Cat’s
Cradle was not especially popular, although it was nominated for a science fiction
Hugo Award for Best Novel in 1964.
The novel is about protagonist John planning to write about the enigmatic
Dr. Felix Hoenikker, supposedly the “father of the atomic bomb.” In the process
John encounters Hoenikker’s children – Angela, Franklin and Newton – and finds
out about Hoenikker’s final invention: ice-nine, a substance that is able to freeze
water into the more solid form of ice, but has the potential to do so to all the water on
Earth. Through a series of events John ends up on the island nation of San Lorenzo,
governed by the dictator “Papa” Monzano and learns about the island’s mysterious
but vilified holy man Bokonon. Thus, Vonnegut satirizes the Cold War and the
nuclear arms race with the concept of an apocalyptic weapon.
3.2 Myths of Militarism and Cat's Cradle
The first myth Vonnegut satirizes at – one that is especially relevant due to
the novel being written during the Cold War – is the idea that military technology
and spending money and effort on developing it is absolutely necessary. In her article
“Vonnegut's World of Comic Futility,” Lynn Buck points out that “In his personal
life Vonnegut has also expressed a profound distaste for military technology and
killing” and that “He has told his sons that they should never work for any companies
that produce ‘massacre machinery’” (Buck, 185). Therefore, the amount of reverence
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shown toward Dr. Felix Hoenikker, who receives the Nobel Prize for inventing the
atomic bomb (Cat’s Cradle, 8)2 seems ironic. What Vonnegut is implying is that
inventors of technology with military uses are given respect and recognition, even
though their inventions do not benefit mankind.
Hoenikker’s second and last great invention is ice-nine, a way of using
a “seed” to freeze water into a solid state with a melting point of 135 degrees
Fahrenheit (32–33). Of course, the military had already employed him after he had
invented the atomic bomb and he began researching ice-nine after “there was a
Marine general who was hounding him to do something about mud” (30).
Vonnegut’s criticism of scientists being recruited by the military to work on their
projects, thus contributing to the myth of the necessity of military development,
seems obvious when it comes to ice-nine. As Buck points out: “According to
Vonnegut, technological warfare poses one of the greatest threats to mankind”
(Buck, 184). As for the title of the novel, according to Pettersson, “Vonnegut implies
that science is one of the cat's cradles of adult life; it has no inherent moral value, and
the way it is used and interpreted supplies its signified” (Pettersson, 100). In this
context, cat's cradle refers to the game played with a string between one's fingers,
which in Pettersson's view “is a signifier which can slide over a wide range of
signifieds: the meaning of the string figure is supplied for each person by the process
of socialization” (99). Hence, science can also be used for whatever a person wants
to use it for, and in Hoenikker's case, military applications are his choice.
Ice-nine may start off as a relatively harmless project for the Marines to
get through muddy places by freezing the mud with a seed of ice-nine (34), but the
irony is that ice-nine could cause the end of the world by freezing all the water. As a
minor character, Dr. Breed, puts it: “when [the rain] fell, it would freeze into hard
little hobnails of ice-nine - and that would be the end of the world!” (35), which
makes it a desirable weapon of destruction. The dictator of San Lorenzo, “Papa”
Monzano, gives Felix Hoenikker’s son Franklin the position of Major General
because of the sliver of ice-nine he possesses, and the Soviet Union has also obtained
it through Newton, another of Hoenikker’s children (175). If ice-nine had been a
relatively harmless thing, it would not have been as interesting, but Vonnegut’s
2 Subsequent references to Cat’s Cradle are given by page number in parenthesis in this chapter.
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commentary on the Cold War is clear: both sides desire the most apocalyptic weapon
possible, and this kind of military one-upmanship was considered natural. Of course,
the fact that ice-nine eventually results in the end of the world with a “grand AH-
WHOOM” (187) just adds to the irony: stockpiling weapons is fine, even though
everyone knows the end result: they will eventually be used.
Vonnegut also takes aim at military rhetoric through the Republic of
San Lorenzo: because of the sliver of ice-nine they have, they can be boisterous with
a Major General in charge of their army, even though San Lorenzo is just a small
island nation. Vonnegut is making fun of the idea that weaponry alone can make a
nation great, even if is small and relatively obscure. The notion of military rhetoric is
also echoed in the nation's treatment of Bokonon, the island’s outlawed holy man
who was once one of the rulers of the island (97). Bokonon would occasionally go
“into cozy hiding in the jungle” and “McCabe would organize the unemployed,
which was practically everybody, into great Bokonon hunts” (123). Bokonon himself
had suggested that he and his religion be outlawed, to “give the religious life of the
people more zest, more tang” (123), and the idea that he should be hunted every so
often is militarist in the sense that people allegedly need an enemy to keep them in
line and to justify the use of force. Bokonon states in his writings that “good societies
could be built only by pitting good against evil, and by keeping the tension between
the two high at all times” (73) just as McCabe, the other ruler of the island before
Monzano, had said that “without the holy man to war against, he himself would
become meaningless” (125). The wording used in describing the end of the hunt
sounds rather warlike, with a “ring of steel remorselessly closing in” on Bokonon
(124). But the absurd thing about the hunts, of course, is that Bokonon always
manages to escape (123–124), creating a never-ending pursuit that Monzano also
continues and the protagonist, after accepting the position of the President of San
Lorenzo, also decides to uphold this tradition: “So good and evil had to remain
separate; good in the jungle, and evil in the palace” (162). It should be noted,
however, that in his mind John has reversed the official positions, considering the
rulers the actual source of evil on the island. Neverthless, officially Bokonon, the
representation of evil, has to exist in order for the people to have an antithesis for the
ruler of the nation, who also arranges periodic shows of force so as to maintain the
image of a strong military force.
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Vonnegut also attacks the myth of military heroism through San
Lorenzo’s story of the Hundred Martyrs to Democracy, which the American
ambassador Horlick Minton describes as follows: “There is not an American
schoolchild who does not know the story of San Lorenzo's noble sacrifice in World
War Two. The hundred brave San Lorenzans, whose day tomorrow is, gave as much
as freedom-loving men can” (102). The words “noble sacrifice” and the praise of
them as “freedom-loving men” make the whole incident sound mythical in a way
typical of glorifying descriptions of war. This also makes it sound like a major event,
even though there is already a hint of irony when the ambassador’s description is
called “a whopping lie” (102). That is, presumably not every American schoolchild
knows about the Hundred Martyrs, and Minton is exaggerating to make the myth
seem even grander. The real irony, however is revealed later as the real story is told:
San Lorenzo had declared war on Germany and Japan an hour after
Pearl Harbor was attacked. San Lorenzo conscripted a hundred men to
fight on the side on democracy. These hundred men were put on a ship
bound for the United States, where they were to be armed and trained.
The ship was sunk by a German submarine right outside of Bolivar
harbor. (106)
Hence, Vonnegut criticizes the supposed heroism of war by making an absurdly
exaggerated myth out of an event that is relatively meaningless, thus also questioning
whether any deaths during a war are ever truly necessary.
This theme of military heroism is continued in the description of San
Lorenzo's fighter planes: “On the fuselage of each plane was painted, with childish
blood-lust, a boa constrictor which was crushing a devil to death” (98). This kind of
description of the planes of a nation, which does not even have a military history, is
absurd. What is more, it continues to poke fun at the myth that San Lorenzo has
created for itself, a myth that is perpetuated to create the illusion of a strong military.
The ceremony to honor the Hundred Martyrs is especially revealing: the planes are to
fire upon and bomb cardboard cutouts of people “in a demonstration of might by the
six planes of the San Lorenzan Air Force” (164). These cutouts are said to be
“practically every enemy that freedom ever had out there”: Hitler, Stalin, Fidel
Castro, Mussolini, "some old Jap" (presumably emperor Hirohito), Karl Marx,
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“Kaiser Bill” and Mao (164–165). The selection of “enemies of freedom” seems very
American, particularly due to the inclusion of Marx, who was not a dictator, unlike
arguably every other person depicted. Vonnegut is thus aiming his criticism at
American Cold War policy, according to which communists were the supreme evil
and the United States the torch-bearer of freedom. By connecting this policy with a
small island republic led by a dictator and the “demonstration of force” of a handful
of fighter planes against the “enemies of freedom”, he is pointing out the inherent
absurdity in this way of thinking.
The ceremony for the Hundred Martyrs itself is where Vonnegut’s
criticism of military heroics casts aside any semblance of subtlety. Ambassador
Minton’s speech is simply a rant against the glorification of those who have died in
war. By his own admission this is “a very un-ambassadorial thing” (181) to do at a
ceremony in which a nation’s greatest military myth is celebrated, and it also
undercuts his claim that about every American schoolchild knows the story. The
change is explained by Minton having inhaled too much acetone, found in the drinks
served at the ceremony (181). But in fact, he tells everyone what he really feels as
well as, one assumes, how Vonnegut felt about events that glorify the military.
Because Minton's own son had died in World War Two, his “soul insists that [he]
mourn not a man but a child” and calls the dead San Lorenzans “children” (181). The
notion that children, not men, are sent to war is repeated in the title of Vonnegut’s
later novel Slaughterhouse-Five, which mentions the Children’s Crusade in its
subtitle. Clearly, Vonnegut did not think those who died should have been sent to die
at such a young age.
What Minton says next is an even more overt condemnation of war:
And I propose to you that if we are to pay our sincere respects to the
hundred lost children of San Lorenzo, that we might best spend the day
despising what killed them; which is to say, the stupidity and
viciousness of all mankind.
Perhaps, when we remember wars, we should take off our clothes and
paint ourselves blue and go on all fours all day long and grunt like pigs.
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That would surely be more appropriate than noble oratory and shows of
flags and well-oiled guns. (182)
Vonnegut shows his distaste for this kind of military demonstration – as well as war
in general – in two paragraphs by attacking the myth of dying heroically in war and
comparing it to animal behavior rather than a heroic sacrifice.
Cat’s Cradle takes aim at the myths of militarism in several ways, as,
for instance, by the concept of military science and arms buildup as something that is
necessary and makes a nation great. This is exemplified in the way San Lorenzo’s
dictator wants to get his hands on ice-nine: a doomsday weapon is supposedly what
the country needs in order to be great. The San Lorenzan Air Force being painted in
ridiculous ways and the “enemies of freedom” arranged for them to shoot are another
case of a military myth being satirized. This is evident in that San Lorenzo lacks
military history and the choices for targets being people whom the United States
would choose as their “enemies of freedom”. The chase of Bokonon is another case
of a military myth being created for the San Lorenzo – they must have an enemy to
pursue, but lacking a legitimate one, they turn Bokonon into an enemy the island’s
men can try to apprehend in alleged shows of force.
The Hundred Martyrs to Democracy are probably Vonnegut’s most pointed
criticism toward the myth of militarism: the sheer absurdity of a hundred soldiers
being celebrated as heroes despite dying before they even got a chance to be
involved in the war is not exactly subtle, but the point is clear. Ambassador Minton’s
speech makes it even clearer: the deaths of soldiers should not be celebrated via
parades that glorify warfare, but should instead be mourned.
3.3 The Inevitability of War, Science, and Cat’s Cradle
Cat’s Cradle, like many of Vonnegut’s works, presents war as something
inherent in human nature and thus inevitable. One of the ways the novel deals with
this is the way science is used – almost inevitably – for military purposes. As one of
the characters, Dr. Asa Breed tells the narrator: “All your questions seem aimed at
getting me to admit that scientists are heartless, conscienceless, narrow boobies,
indifferent to the fate of the rest of the human race, or maybe not really members of
the human race at all” (28). Of course, he was one of the creators of the atomic bomb
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alongside Frank Hoenikker. Considering the narrator is writing a book about
Hoenikker and the creation of the bomb, perhaps Breed wants to distance himself
from the consequences of his work. Vonnegut’s critical stance on the ethical
dimensions of Hoenikker’s work is another subject that recurs in his work (for
example, in his early short story “Report on the Barnhouse Effect”): science is often
presented as something that is turned to military purposes because it is inevitable and
part of human nature. According to Pettersson “Vonnegut implies that science […]
has no inherent moral value” (100) and that for Hoenikker “scientific research is
beyond ethical considerations: ‘What is sin?’ he wonders when another scientist
indicates the dire consequences of the bomb” (100).
Despite his disregard for the ethics of his work, Hoenikker – the supposed
“father of the atomic bomb” – is treated as a hero, suggesting that in this world, his
kind of scientist is the ideal. Hoenikker’s willingness to create a weapon of mass
destruction without second thoughts is a quality that is appreciated by those who
want science to serve the purpose of military applications. Vonnegut’s view of the
inevitability of military-related science seems to be that it happens, because the
scientists receive too much appreciation for their work. Furthermore, the ones doing
this kind of research might be, like Hoenikker, completely divorced from the moral
dilemmas their work presents. Pettersson points out that Vonnegut “sides with a
rather repellent minor character, Marvin Breed, who asks, ‘[H]ow the hell innocent is
a man who helps make a thing like an atomic bomb?’” (100). Marvin Breed’s (Asa’s
brother) tirade against Hoenikker, where Marvin calls him a “son of a bitch,” even
though he is aware of Hoenikker’s fame and reputation as a kind person (48), seems
to go against the grain compared to most other characters in the novel.
However, by presenting Marvin Breed’s rant as essentially correct based on
what we know about Hoenikker, Vonnegut indeed seems to be siding with him: the
actions of Hoenikker as a person cannot make up for his being involved in the
creation of the atomic bomb. What is more, according to Marvin Breed, Hoenikker
was not the almost saintly person he was painted as: “Sometimes I wonder if he
wasn’t born dead. I never met a man who was less interested in the living” (48).
Breed taking apart the myth surrounding Hoenikker serves to emphasize the point
Vonnegut is making about the men who work on military-related scientific projects:
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a lack of ethics cannot be compensated for with other traits, and in this case
Hoenikker does not match the myth that has been created around him. Hoenikker
was clearly not a man who considered the ethics of his work, since he did not
particularly care about humanity, nor was he a kind and loving family man. Breed’s
final sentences sum up Vonnegut’s position on the subject: “Sometimes I think that’s
the trouble with the world: too many people in high places who are stone-cold dead”
(48). The Hoenikkers of the world are the ones permitting scientific research to
almost inevitably be used for military purposes, and they get rewarded with fame and
Nobel prizes. Another example of this is Hoenikker’s creation of ice-nine, which was
created for military purposes: to help United States Marines deal with mud (30–34),
but instead it becomes a weapon of mass destruction. Ice-nine being a relatively
benign invention gone wrong is also a parallel to nuclear research, which similarly
started as an attempt to produce energy, but led to the nuclear bomb. The parallel
between these two is strengthened through another member of the Breed family,
whose rant on the day of the Hiroshima bombing is told by a bartender: “Another
guy came in, and he said he was quitting his job at the Research Laboratory; said
anything a scientist worked on was sure to wind up as a weapon, one way or another.
Said he didn’t want to help politicians with their fugging wars any more” (19). The
point is clear: science being used for military purposes is a fact of life. In the novel,
the Breeds therefore seem to represent the other side of science: the one that
considers the ethics of using its work for military purposes. However, due to this
they also do not get as much recognition as Hoenikker. In the novel’s world, this is
another way of presenting the use of the science for military purposes as inevitable –
in this case, the former researcher makes it clear by saying that in his opinion all
science is bound to be used for this purpose.
Bokononism, the made up religion practiced on the island of San Lorenzo,
is also a major part of the novel and a way of criticizing human nature through its
fatalism. Ironically, even Bokonon himself acknowledges that “all of the true things I
am about to tell you are shameless lies” (4). Giannone describes Bokononism as the
thing that “holds the corrupt political order together on San Lorenzo” and calls it “an
elaborate version of the religious scheming in The Sirens of Titan” (59). In his works,
Bokonon recognizes inevitable aspects of human behavior, and uses them to his
advantage while crafting his “harmless untruths.” One of these aspects is the
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tendency to create a conflict between “us” and “them” – what Bokonon calls
“’Dynamic Tension’, his sense of a priceless equilibrium between good and evil”
(72). Bokonon has in fact appropriated this term from Charles Atlas, the “mail-order
muscle builder” who believed that “muscles could be built without bar bells or spring
exercisers, could be built by simply pitting one set of muscles against another” (73).
Bokonon takes this one step further, by stating that “good societies could be built
only by pitting good against evil, and by keeping the tension between the two high at
all times” (73). It is easy to draw a parallel from his words to real life and the conflict
between two super powers, each believing the other to be evil, and according to
Bokonon, this is an inevitability which he uses to his advantage. As pointed out
above, San Lorenzo’s dictator ‘Papa’ Monzano uses the outlawing of Bokonon as a
way of making himself meaningful, therefore acknowledging that conflict is an
inevitability of human nature without which societies could not function. Since
Bokonon admits his religion is based on lies, this desire for conflict also becomes
one of the so called “harmless untruths” that people are willing to accept. Through
the human desire for conflict, he has created one between the ruler of the island and
himself that is essentially harmless, but still capable of being carried out indefinitely.
This kind of conflict is an example of Bokonon’s lies being used to further his cause
of giving the people what they wanted to believe in a form that is essentially false,
but still believable.
The narrator, who has also become a Bokononist, has also accepted its
untruths as things that must be present for San Lorenzo, and by extension any
society, to function. After he becomes the nation’s new leader, he continues the
practice of outlawing Bokonon, because he knows that conflict is inevitable and it
gives the people a common enemy to rally against. After the end of the world –
brought about by ice-nine – Bokonon himself decries human stupidity (205–206),
knowing that the ice-nine apocalypse was caused by the desire for conflict inherent
in human nature. In this case, the fact that ice-nine has become sought after because
of its usefulness to the military brought it to San Lorenzo and caused the end of the
world. The narrator’s conversion to Bokononism is what helps him deal with this
inevitability: “spiritually he lives with all he has been through by adopting the useful
untruths of Bokononism […]. As a disciple of Bokonon, he tries to schematize a
cynicism to cope with such omnipresent unthinking” (Giannone, 59).
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Throughout Cat's Cradle, war is presented as inherent to humanity, and the
use of science for military purposes is almost inevitable. However, the novel does not
completely absolve scientists like Felix Hoenikker who do not consider the ethical
dimensions of their work. Hoenikker is portrayed as someone who has the choice not
to work on the atomic bomb, but does so anyway because he has no consideration for
anything except pure scientific fact. On the other hand, part of why science being
utilized for military purposes is so prevalent is the fame and admiration Hoenikker
receives. A position like Hoenikker’s could be hard for even more ethical scientists
to resist.
Bokononism, the fatalistic religion of San Lorenzo, is another way in which
the concept of free will and war is explored in the novel. According to the Books of
Bokonon, conflict between good and evil is necessary for a society to function,
suggesting that lack of free will in that conflict is inevitable. However, considering
that Bokonon himself readily admits that his religion is based on lies, the conflict he
creates is also one that fulfills the requirement of good versus evil, but is in fact just a
facsimile, a “harmless untruth”. Thus, Bokononism acknowledges that conflict and
war is inherent to humanity, but plays with the concept in a way that minimizes the
harm caused by it.
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4 Military Thematics
Although not directly related to military topics, some of Vonnegut’s early
works have military themes. His short stories, published in journals such as Collier’s
Magazine and the Saturday Evening Post, often touch on the topic of militarism and
how it affects people. Many of these stories were written in the 1950s, which means
that they were influenced by both World War Two and the emerging Cold War.
4.1  “Report on the Barnhouse Effect”
Originally published in Collier’s Magazine in 1950, the short story “Report
on the Barnhouse Effect” is an early example of Vonnegut addressing militarism in
his work. The story is about a scientist, Professor Arthur Barnhouse, who
accidentally discovers a powerful psychic power, known either as “the Barnhouse
Effect” or “dynamopsychism” (“Barnhouse Effect” 156–157) that allows him to
manipulate objects from a distance. The story addresses the obvious military use of
this power: “As a weapon, then, dynamopsychism has an impressive advantage over
bacteria and atomic bombs, beyond the fact that it costs nothing to use: it enables the
professor to single out critical individuals and objects instead of slaughtering whole
populations in the process of maintaining international equilibrium” (157–158). The
fact that using this power as a weapon is brought up very early in the story is
indicative of its main theme: all scientific inventions share the risk of becoming new
weapons for militaries.
When Barnhouse informs the United States government of his ability (163),
it sets off “another costly armaments race” (158) after the Soviets and Americans
both start development on experiments to create other individuals with the same
power as Barnhouse. Considering that the story was published only five years after
the first atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it is easy to draw
parallels between the development of dynamopsychism and the development of
nuclear technology. The story readily acknowledges these connections: Barnhouse
initially tries to keep his experiments a secret, after being frightened by the events of
Hiroshima (159) and realizing that in the hands of the military, his power would
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become just another weapon. By asking his student (the story’s first person narrator)
questions, such as “Think we should have dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima?”
and “Think every new piece of scientific information is a good thing for humanity?”
(161), he underlines the story’s theme about scientific discovery used for military
purposes, thus connecting Barnhouse to real-life scientists such as Einstein who
worked on the Manhattan Project.
The difficulty of developing these abilities leads to Barnhouse becoming the
only person to possess the ability – “He who rules the Barnhouse Effect is Barnhouse
and will be for some time” (158), much like the United States was, for a time after
World War Two, the only nation to have developed nuclear weapons. However,
Barnhouse has other ideas for his power: “I think maybe I can save the world. I think
maybe I can make every nation a have nation, and do away with war for good. I think
maybe I can clear roads through jungles, irrigate deserts, build dams overnight”
(162). What sets him apart from others who have made scientific discoveries is that
he has the power to fight against his discovery becoming just another weapon in the
military’s arsenal. When he is asked to demonstrate his abilities in an event called
Operation Brainstorm, Barnhouse calls the whole thing “childish and insanely
expensive” (164). In doing so, he briefly touches on another subject that Vonnegut
addresses in his works: the fact that shows of military power are absurd and serve as
a way to reinforce myths of militarism. Operation Brainstorm brings to mind the
pomp of San Lorenzo’s event to honor the “martyrs for democracy” that Vonnegut
would later write about in Cat’s Cradle.
Barnhouse’s willingness to fight back means that unlike Vonnegut’s later
works such as Slaughterhouse-Five and Cat’s Cradle, which treat war as something
inevitable, “Report on the Barnhouse Effect” has an air of optimism to it. After
ruining Operation Brainstorm by destroying the warships’ weaponry, he declares
himself to be the “first superweapon with a conscience” and that he is “removing
[himself] from the national defense stockpile” (167). This turn of events prods the
reader into considering what would have happened if scientists could have somehow
prevented nuclear power from becoming military technology. Barnhouse
immediately starts destroying the world’s weaponry until there is nothing left to
equip armies with (167). This leads to nations revealing each other’s hidden
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stockpiles of weapons for Barnhouse to destroy: “a bloodless and entertaining sort of
war that might be called the ‘War of the Tattletales’” (167–168). The absurdity of
humanity wanting to wage some kind of war even without weapons is in line with the
belief that war is inherent to human nature. But the fact that this “war” is beneficial
due to military equipment being destroyed is what gives it an optimistic touch. The
concept is satirizing the Cold War arms race by reversing it, so that each nation
actually has fewer and fewer weapons.
Naturally, militaries around the world take an interest in finding Barnhouse,
but actually accomplishing this proves difficult: “Many a stouthearted patriot has
found himself prone in the tangled bunting and timbers of a smashed reviewing
stand, seconds after having announced that the arch-tyranny of Barnhouse was at an
end” (168). Therefore, they resign themselves into waiting for Barnhouse’s
inevitable death. The story’s most optimistic twist is related to this: although
Professor Barnhouse will die relatively young, since “his mother lived to be fifty-
three, his father to be forty-nine” (168), he reveals the secret of obtaining his power
to his student, the narrator of the story (169–170). As he puts it: “Barnhouse will die.
But not the Barnhouse effect” (170) – the titular Barnhouse effect turned into not
only the name for the professor’s psychic power, but also a force fighting against
war. The story therefore ends on a positive note: in its world, there will always be a
powerful anti-war force that will prevent warmongers from gaining too much power.
In conclusion, “Report on the Barnhouse Effect” is an anti-war story that by
its optimism differs from Vonnegut’s other works of the same theme. While Cat’s
Cradle and Slaughterhouse-Five treat war as inevitable, “Barnhouse Effect” has
more faith in humanity by presenting a world in which war has effectively ceased to
exist, and there is a strong anti-war presence that will maintain this situation. Thus, at
least within the confines of this story, Vonnegut has faith that war may not be as
inevitably part of humanity as it might seem. Of course, this was the very first of
Vonnegut’s ever to be published, so his voice had probably not yet developed: for
example, compared to the black humor and absurdity of his novels, “Report on the
Barnhouse Effect” takes its subject matter rather seriously.
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4.2 “All the King’s Horses”
Published in Collier’s Magazine in 1951, a year after “Report on the
Barnhouse Effect”, “All the King’s Horses” also addresses military-related topics
Vonnegut would revisit in his novels, namely how those in command are willing to
fight wars without considering the lives of the soldiers serving under them. This was
to be a prominent topic in The Sirens of Titan and Slaughterhouse-Five, especially in
the former with its portrayal of mind-controlled soldiers. “All the King’s Horses” is
about an American officer, Colonel Brian Kelly, crash-landing in Asia in the territory
of a Communist guerrilla chief called Pi Ying. Ying forces his prisoners – Kelly, his
wife Margaret, his ten-year-old twin sons, the pilot and copilot and ten enlisted men
– to play a deadly game of chess where the loss of every piece results in the death of
one of the prisoners. Kelly himself is forced to play against Pi Ying, while a Russian
officer, Major Barzow, observes the game at Ying’s side. Unlike Kelly’s pieces,
Ying’s are large wooden chess pieces whose loss does not mean the death of a
person.
From the start, the story takes the position that the chess game is no
different than what would normally happen during war: “Pi Ying said that their fight
against death would be no different, philosophically, from what all of them, except
Kelly’s wife and children, had known in battle” (“King’s Horses” 81). Comparing
Kelly commanding troops during war to a chess game designed to kill and torment
its players implies in a rather direct way that it treats soldiers as chess pieces
designed to be sacrificed to gain an advantage. As Pi Ying puts it: “a chess game can
very rarely be won – any more than a battle can be won – without sacrifices” (85).
Kelly admits to himself that he feels very little even with his family on the line (84),
and “the eerie calm […] left only the cold machinery of his wits and senses alive. It
was the narcotic of generalship. It was the essence of war” (84). Vonnegut therefore
implies that to be a successful officer, you must not feel anything for those that you
send to battle. His choice of the word “narcotic” to describe this feeling also suggests
that this state of mind is addictive, which also comes up later in the story. Kelly even
detests himself for being so calm about putting his wife and children in danger (87),
but acknowledges that his calmness is “their only hope for survival” (87): the only
way to win a battle is to abandon all emotions and act on instinct.
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The chess game itself takes Vonnegut’s commentary on the philosophy of
wartime leadership even further. As the game begins, Pi Ying moves one of his
pawns to a position where he can take one of Kelly’s pawns – a sergeant (87). After
Kelly moves one of his pieces for protection, taking the pawn is said to be a
“pointless trade, pawn for pawn. No advantage so far as good chess went” (87).
However, Pi Ying orders one of his pawns to take the pawn and kill the sergeant
anyway (87–88). After this, Kelly realizes the true point of the game: “to thin out the
Americans in harrowing, pointless forays” (88). This realization is another bit of
commentary on war: much like trading pawns is a meaningless exercise in a chess
game, the lives of ordinary soldiers are treated as mere pawns by those in command
and led to their deaths in “pointless forays”. Kelly’s air of command dissipating after
this move strengthens this view: “The pieces in his power were human beings again.
The precious, brutal stuff of command was gone from Colonel Kelly” (88). This
passage implies that if officers took the time to consider the lives of the men serving
under them, they would not be as willing to send them out to battle, since the pieces
in their power would be seen as human beings.
As the game continues, Kelly plays it cautiously, risking none of his pieces,
which leads to the conclusion that the “curse of conscience” had put him in a position
where Pi Ying could fairly easily put his king (Kelly) in check (89–90). Because
Kelly refuses to sacrifice his wife and sons, his opponent now had the upper hand,
implying that winning a war demands you to sacrifice even your loved ones and to
act without conscience. The ones in command act without conscience, like Kelly
would if he were not right there with his troops, knowing that his actions could lead
to the death of his loved ones. However, Kelly realizes that he must make a sacrifice
in order to get Pi Ying knight to move from its dominant position: “Only one thing
might induce Pi Ying to move his knight – a fresh, poignant opportunity for sadism”
(91). There is only one piece that could be sacrificed: Kelly’s son Jerry (91–92). He
tries to rationalize it: “Kelly didn’t permit himself to think of the chessman as
anything but a cipher in a rigid mathematical proposition: if x is dead, the rest shall
live” (91). This rationalization is another criticism of war: it demands you to ignore
the human value of the sacrifices you are forced to make during it. This becomes
even clearer during Kelly’s description of his act: “a dilemma as old as mankind, as
new as the struggle between East and West. When human beings are attacked, x,
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multiplied by hundreds of thousands, must die – sent to death by those who love
them most. Kelly’s profession was the choosing of x” (91-92).
Kelly chooses to move Jerry into a position to sacrifice him to Ying’s black
knight, which he “trustingly” does (92), signifying the trust that soldiers must place
in their commanders on the field of battle, obeying their orders even though they risk
their lives. Kelly pretends he does not realize what he has done in order to fool Pi
Ying into making his move (92). The fact that he pretends to be horrified by the loss
of his son, while accepting it as a calculated risk, makes the sacrifice more chilling.
He is willing to make everyone think the loss of his son moves him, so as to play
mind games, while in reality he has accepted it as a loss that must happen, much like
losses must happen in a real battle. The horrific nature of war is highlighted by the
calmness that military leaders must exhibit when they send their troops into battle.
Kelly’s wife does not want to hear his reasoning: “’Darling, please – listen to me!’
He shook her more roughly than he had intended. Her reaction was explosive. Words
cascaded for her – hysterical babble condemning him” (92–93). Margaret represents
another perspective on war: the relatives of those who are sent to war, those who stay
behind to mourn them. The reader is meant to sympathize with Margaret for this
reason: she has nothing to do with the battle her husband and Pi Ying are waging, but
she has been dragged into it anyway. Kelly himself knows that his actions would be
hard for her to accept: “he knew that an explanation would only make the tragedy
infinitely more cruel for her. Death through a blunder she might be able to
understand; but death as a product of cool reason, a step in logic, she could never
accept” (94). Margaret realizes that her husband’s job is “the choosing of x” to fall in
battle, and she does not want to accept the inherent cruelty of war and the decisions
commanding officers make.
After Kelly makes his move, a Chinese girl who had been with Pi Ying and
Major Barzow kills Ying with a knife, which Barzow allows to happen (93). Barzow
states: “However, you’ve won only the initiative, not the game; and now you have
me to reckon with instead of Pi Ying” (94). In this way, the story becomes an overt
metaphor for the Cold War, as the American and Russian military leaders face each
other. Barzow’s insistence on continuing the game echoes the Cold War East versus
West mentality, where both sides want to get the best of each other. Thus, Kelly and
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Barzow have the opportunity to test each other without starting World War III:
“[Barzow] was resuming the game, not because he liked it, but because he wanted to
prove that he was one hell of a bright fellow, and that the Americans were dirt” (95).
Barzow even offers to let Kelly take back the move that doomed Jerry, but he
refuses, hoping that Barzow would not realize that the sacrifice could lead to victory
(95). Kelly manages to win the game in three moves, after Barzow fails to realize the
mistake Pi Ying had made before him (95–96). Barzow decides to spare Jerry’s life:
“as long as there is no official state of war, I have no choice, as a representative of
my government, but to see that all of you are conducted safely through the lines”
(97). However, he also states that he “[feels] as Pi Ying felt about you – that you, as
Americans are the enemy, whether an official state of war exists or not” (97);
Barzow resents the fact that not only did he lose the game, he has to let his
“enemies” go. This is only “a matter of practical politics” to him: he does not want to
risk an incident between the two countries “just now” (97). But the way he phrases it
sounds as if he wants a test of force with the United States. Barzow’s challenge to
Kelly only comes to this: “Perhaps you’d like to play another game, Colonel – plain
chess with wooden chessmen, without Pi Ying’s refinement. I don’t like to have you
leave here thinking you play a better game than I” (98).
Although Barzow only speaks of an ordinary chess game, after all that
happens in the story, it is not hard to assume that it could also be an allegory for war,
especially since Barzow mentions that “there will be others like Pi Ying eager to play
with live men, and I hope I will again be privileged to be an observer” (98). The fact
that Barzow considers it a privilege to observe it suggests that he enjoys seeing what
people, especially his fellow officers, do in a situation designed to represent war. On
the other hand, if we consider “chess with live men” an explicit reference to war, it
could also be interpreted as wanting to be involved in an actual war between the two
countries. Kelly accepts the challenge: “If you insist on arranging another game,
issue an invitation, Major, and I’ll be there” (98). The eagerness of both men to play
each other also reflects a willingness to test each other’s skills at warfare, and the
chess game invitation could also be interpreted as an invitation to face each other at
war. The fact that Kelly is still savoring the chance to play Barzow even after the loss
of several people, almost including his son, in the game against Pi Ying is indicative
of his role as a commanding officer: the “narcotic of generalship” mentioned earlier
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in the story is taking control of him. Even the experience of the chess game with real
people does not deter him from wanting to assume his role as an officer and feeling
the “essence of war” again. Earlier in the story, it seemed like the experience could
have changed his perspective on sending soldiers to their deaths, but by the end he
has reverted to his usual position.
Compared to “Report on the Barnhouse Effect”, “All the King’s Horses” is
a lot more pessimistic in its approach to war. While “Barnhouse Effect” has an
optimistic anti-war view, “All the King’s Horses” takes the view that war is inherent
to human nature, which is typical of many of Vonnegut’s works. The story is full of
criticism of officers and how they command their troops, which is also something
that appears in Vonnegut’s books: The Sirens of Titan and Slaughterhouse-Five are
good examples. The analogy of soldiers as living chess pieces that need to be
sacrificed in order to win a battle is the main way of expressing this criticism. The
story also sympathizes with the families of soldiers through Colonel Kelly’s wife
Margaret and her shock at the possibility of losing her son. It also takes an anti-Cold
War viewpoint by presenting the American and Russian officers as people who
cannot resist the opportunity to challenge each other. Moreover, it presents Kelly’s
view on war as unchanged despite the fact that he views his job as “the choosing of
x” to be sacrificed in order to win a battle. Thus, one of the main points of the story is
that those who command troops must make sacrifices and not think about the
consequences, and this is part of the cruelty of war.
4.3 “The Manned Missiles”
“The Manned Missiles” was originally published in Cosmopolitan in the
July of 1958, and is clearly inspired by the Soviet Union’s 1957 Sputnik mission and
the ensuing space-related one-upmanship between the Soviet Union and the United
States. The story is about two men sent into space, Captain Bryant Ashland of the
United States and Major Stepan Ivankov of the Soviet Union, who unwittingly get
involved in the conflict between the two nations, when Ashland’s rocket collides
with Ivankov’s satellite, killing them both. The story is told in letter form through a
correspondence between Ashland’s father Charles and Ivankov’s father Mikhail.
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While not an overtly war-related story, “The Manned Missiles” does contain
criticism of the Cold War and of using science for military purposes. Mikhail
Ivankov describes Stepan in this way: “He was a man of peace. He was not a major
because he was a great warrior. He was a major because he understood rockets so
well. He was a thoughtful man” (“The Manned Missiles” 259). Stepan is clearly not
someone who approves of the use of space technology for military purposes, despite
being a military officer: “He did not like to speak of the warlike uses of space” (260).
In fact, only Stepan’s younger brother Alexei “liked to speak of such things, of the
glory of spying on earth from baby moons, of guiding missiles to their targets from
baby moons, of mastering the earth with weapons fired from the moon itself” (260).
The contrast between the military man opposed to the use of technology for war and
what Alexei says is obvious and Alexei’s excitement is even called childish (260).
Stepan, on the other hand, “did not smile about war, or the things a man in a baby
moon or on the moon itself could do to an enemy” (260). By creating this contrast
between the sensible attitude toward space technology and the “childish” attitude
towards its use for warfare, the story criticizes the use of science in war both
generally and from a Cold War perspective. Alexei’s excitement for new ways to
wage war mirrors the attitudes of the two rival superpowers in an age where they are
involved in a rampant arms race.
The story makes its position clear: “’It is a use of science that we may be
forced to make, Alexei,’ he said. ‘But if such a war happens, nothing will matter any
more. Our world will become less fit for life than any other in the solar system’”
(260). Stepan realizes that an unrestricted arms race only has one conclusion, and the
way he states that they may be “forced” to use science for military purposes
acknowledges that he is not entirely free to make his decision in this matter. Like
“Barnhouse Effect” and Cat’s Cradle, the story presents the use of science for
military applications as something that is almost inevitable, and people like Stepan
are at least to some extent powerless to stop it. However, Alexei’s change of attitude
provides a silver lining: after speaking with his brother, he is no longer excited about
war (260). In fact, at the beginning of the story it is said that “he is going to be a
scientist like his brother Stepan” and “he is going to work on science for peace, not
war” (256). The fact that Alexei has changed his attitude is most likely due to his
brother’s death, but it should be noted that even when he was alive, Stepan’s words
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were enough to make him reconsider his stance on war. Therefore in the story Alexei
represents an optimistic view of a (would-be) scientist who is not willing to let his
work be used to make weapons.
Throughout the story, there is an anti-Cold War sentiment in the form of
both the two men who died as well as their fathers – the ones who narrate the story
with their correspondence. At the end of his letter, Mikhail hopes that Bryant’s and
Stepan’s deaths would be “the beginning of trust between peoples” (261). This is in
sharp contrast to Soviet official Koshevoi calling Bryant “a mad dog and a gangster”
(265) and making “a big thing out of how cultured and educated and all [Stepan]
was, and how wild and ignorant [Bryant] was” (265). According to his father, this
could not be farther from the truth: “it was flying and not killing [Bryant] liked”
(265). It has already been made clear in Mikhail’s letter that Stepan was also not a
man who enjoyed war, so the two were very similar, even though Koshevoi “made it
sound as though a juvenile delinquent has murdered a college professor” (265). The
Americans also assume that Stepan was going to be used as a weapon: “That man
sailing way up there with all those instruments meant just one thing, and that was a
terrible weapon of war” (266). The way both governments condemn the other is
criticism of Cold War paranoia: both sides assume that the other has developed a
new weapon, while they are in fact meant for non-aggressive purposes. The
Americans come off as especially reactionary: Bryant’s rocket is explicitly stated to
have been launched because of the Soviet one (266). While the purpose of this
mission was just to take pictures of Stepan’s satellite (266), the fact that Bryant
collides with it is considered even better: Congressman Earl Waterman tells Charles
Ashland that Bryant did “one of the most heroic things in United States history”
(266). This reaction seems overenthusiastic and ironic considering that Bryant was
not interested in killing, nor does the accidental killing of Stepan seem particularly
heroic. Indeed, the point here seems to be to criticize Cold War paranoia by
presenting the destruction of a relatively harmless satellite and the death of the
person inside as something to be celebrated. Interestingly enough, the Americans are
portrayed as the aggressors here, celebrating the death of Stepan due to their rocket,
which was launched out of fear of a nonexistent weapon.
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The fathers of Stepan and Bryant are the characters who most pointedly
show an antiwar sentiment. In his letter, Mikhail bemoans “a world where there is no
trust” and hopes that the deaths of Stepan and Bryant “mark an end of the time when
science sent our good, brave young men hurtling to meet in death” (261). His attitude
is very much unlike that of his government, which blames Bryant for Stepan’s death
and condemns him, as seen in the quote about him hoping for trust between peoples.
According to Bryant’s father, a magazine in New York had a letter to Mikhail ready;
all Charles had to do was sign it, and they would have paid him (262). However, he
declines: “They all know better than I do what I should say to you” (262).
Presumably, this letter would have been much less friendly than the one Charles
actually writes to Mikhail, but Charles wants to let it be known that he does not share
his government’s opinions. Instead, he shares Mikhail’s sentiments: “I hope some
good comes of the death of our two boys” (266). The fact that the attitude toward
each other displayed by Charles and Mikhail is the complete opposite of their
governments is telling: despite the paranoia, ordinary citizens do not want war, but
strive for peace and understanding. Remarkably, in this story written in 1950s’
America in the middle of Cold War hysteria, the Soviet characters are portrayed as
equals to the Americans. This story, much like “Barnhouse Effect”, has an optimistic
side to it regarding war, which is rather uncharacteristic for Vonnegut. The outreach
between Charles and Mikhail – the phrase “I grasp your hand” is used in both men’s
letters, at the beginning (256) and the end (267) of the story – is a condemnation of
the Cold War, a gesture signifying that the two nations could find common ground
and reach out to each other in peace.
“The Manned Missiles” is a story in which Cold War paranoia is put into
perspective by presenting two fathers from the two opposing superpowers who lose
their sons in a tragic accident. Unlike their governments, who try to find a way to
either blame the other or celebrate the occasion, they decide to reach out to each
other and discuss the situation peacefully. This shows the attitude of ordinary citizens
toward the arms race and the statements given by their governments: citizens do not
wish for the antagonism to continue, especially since the fathers in the story have felt
the consequences. Stepan Ivankov and Bryant Ashland are also portrayed as victims
of circumstance – they are not warriors, but men of peace who end up being involved
in warlike activities. A major factor in their situation in science, which Stepan says
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they may be “forced” to use for military purposes. As in Cat’s Cradle, science is
portrayed as something that is almost certain to be used for war, but there is a bright
side in that Alexei wants to become a scientist in service of peace. Indeed, the entire
story’s anti-war message is one of positivity: ordinary citizens are reaching out to
each other and the men who are shot into space are portrayed as peaceful, despite
their positions in the military. For Vonnegut, this is somewhat unusual, considering
that in his work war is often an inevitability, part of human nature. Since this is
another of his early short stories, much like “Report on the Barnhouse Effect”, some
of this can probably be attributed to him finding his voice as a writer.
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5 Slaughterhouse-Five
5.1 The Novel and Its Context
Slaughterhouse-Five is about Billy Pilgrim, a man from the fictional town
of Ilium who becomes “unstuck in time” after a plane crash. He spends the rest of the
novel traveling to different times, including World War Two and the firebombing of
Dresden, the 1960s, and the moment of his own death. Since the bombing of
Dresden, which Vonnegut himself experienced, is included in the novel, it is partially
autobiographical. In the first chapter – which Pettersson points out is indeed the first
chapter, not a preface or a prologue (234–235). This means that it is part of the novel
as much as whatever happens to Billy Pilgrim, not detached from it: “I thought it
would be easy for me to write about the destruction of Dresden, since all I would
have to do would be to report what I had seen. […] But not many words about
Dresden came from my mind then – not enough of them to make a book, anyway”
(Slaughterhouse-Five 2)3. For Vonnegut, writing about such a personal matter was
hard, and the novel’s ironic tone and disjointed narrative seems to be a response to
the difficulties he experienced both writing the novel and learning to cope with the
trauma of the event. As Giannone puts it: “the question of novelistic form is equated
in the book with the task of writing about Dresden” (82). It seems appropriate, then,
that Vonnegut’s most acclaimed novel is his most personal one.
5.2 Reality versus Myth
From the start, Slaughterhouse-Five is about the disconnection between the
myths associated with militarism and the reality of war. When he mentions the
World War Two book he is writing to Mary, the wife of his old friend O’Hare, she
responds with “You’ll pretend you were men instead of babies, and you’ll be played
in the movies by Frank Sinatra and John Wayne or some of those other glamorous,
war-loving, dirty old men. And war will look just wonderful, so we’ll have a lot
more of them” (12). Here, the novel is already taking a stand against the glorification
of war, in this case through war movies that strengthen the view of war as glorious
3 Subsequent references to Slaughterhouse-Five are given by page number in brackets.
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and honorable. The following page backs this up with Vonnegut saying he will call
the book “The Children’s Crusade”, after which the actual Children’s Crusade is
mentioned. Thus, it is probably no coincidence that the information about it comes
from a book entitled Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds
(13). Vonnegut is thus likening the glorification of war to popular delusion, and the
text quoted from Extraordinary Popular Delusions supports this: “History in her
solemn page informs us that crusaders were but ignorant and savage men. […]
Romance, on the other hand, dilates upon their piety and heroism, and portrays, in
her most glowing and impassioned hues, their virtue and magnanimity, the
imperishable honor they acquired for themselves, and the great services they
rendered to Christianity” (13). The parallels between the crusaders and soldiers in
World War Two is obvious: both were or are romanticized by people in their
respective eras, but reality was quite different from the myths.
Of course, the term “The Children’s Crusade” is a part of the extended title
of the novel itself, and Giannone points out the significance: “‘The Children’s
Crusade’ transforms brutality into sentimental heroism, calculation into innocence”
and that the title is an example of how “language falsifies war” (83). The title itself is
therefore a reference to the myths of war, and the phrase following The Children’s
Crusade, A Duty-Dance With Death is juxtaposed with it as a way of providing a
contrast between myth and the harshness of reality. For the main characters of
Slaughterhouse-Five, the war is closer to a duty-dance with death than anything
romantic, contrary to what Mary O’Hare feared the novel would become.
Some of the characters in the novel even create their own myths based on
the war: Roland Weary, a soldier who ends up in the same group as Billy Pilgrim
during the war, creates his own version of “the true war story”: “There was a big
German attack, and Weary and his antitank buddies fought like hell until everybody
was killed but Weary. So it goes. And then Weary tied in with two scouts, and they
became close friends immediately, and they decided to fight their way back to their
own lines” (34). This imaginary story is very reminiscent of the glorified ways
World War Two is portrayed in media, especially the end of this part of his story,
which sounds like the tagline to a blockbuster movie: “They were going to travel
fast. They were damned if they’d surrender. They shook hands all around. They
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called themselves ‘The Three Musketeers’” (34). This story, so romanticized as to
veer toward absurdity, becomes even more absurd when you consider that Weary is
described as a person who carries a triangular knife, because it “makes a wound that
won’t close up” when you stab someone with it (30). In other words, he is hardly
someone you would consider a potential hero, but the narrative he has created for
himself is not that different from what you would see in a typical romanticized
version of the story of a war hero. The fact that the reader knows what kind of person
Weary is stands in contrast to his heroic story.
Weary’s link to reality, on the other hand, is Billy Pilgrim: if “this damn
college kid” (34) was not around, there would be nobody stopping the Three
Musketeers from receiving Bronze Stars (35). But Pilgrim is around, and thus Weary
is still firmly living in reality instead of his self-created myth. He wants Pilgrim to
survive so that he can become part of the myth of the Three Musketeers: “The Three
Musketeers pushed and carried and dragged the college kid all the way back to their
own lines. […] They saved his God-damned life for him” (34), and “He don’t want
to live, but he’s gonna live anyway. When he gets out of this, by God, he’s gonna
owe his life to the Three Musketeers” (39). In the myth he has created for himself,
Weary needs Pilgrim to be a pitiful figure whom the heroic Musketeers save from
certain death, or else he is nothing more than a hindrance. But in fact, Pilgrim’s
presence is what keeps bringing Weary back to reality, what reminds him that his
myth is a mere figment of his imagination.
Another example of characters living in their own myth of the war is that of
the English prisoners of war who have, through a clerical error, been shipped five
hundred parcels of food a month by the Red Cross instead of fifty (77). This results
in them being “among the wealthiest people in Europe, in terms of food,” and the
Germans saying they “made war look stylish and reasonable, and fun” (77). Because
of their situation, a sort of bubble has been created for them to view the rest of the
war through: “You know – we’ve had to imagine the war here, and we have
imagined that it was being fought by aging men like ourselves” (87). The
Englishmen, being officers and therefore older than the majority of the soldiers who
are actually fighting, have their own, more romanticized version of the war that is not
based on the deaths of young men: “We had forgotten that wars were fought by
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babies. […] ‘My God, my God –‘ I said to myself, ‘It’s the Children’s Crusade.’”
(87). This is another reference to the Children’s Crusade, which brings to mind the
references at the beginning of the novel, especially the notion of romanticizing that
which is “savage.” In truth, the only older man shown serving on the front in the
novel is Edgar Derby, whom the novel describes as having “expected to become a
captain, a company commander, because of his wisdom and age” (75). The
Englishmen cannot imagine something like that happening to them because of their
ranks and the absurd situation that has been created for them. An older person in the
war would, in reality, most likely end up like Edgar Derby, who is shot in Dresden
for stealing a teapot (4). The comfortable living they experience is a kind of romantic
view of the war that makes it seem much more glorious than it actually is, thanks to
their distanced view.
The prison camp scene provides another contrast between myth and reality,
as American Nazi Howard W. Campbell, Jr. (the protagonist of Mother Night,
another Vonnegut novel) visits the camp to recruit men for a German unit called
“The Free American Corps” (133). Campbell appeals to the myth that America was
discovered and built by European settlers by saying “White is for the race that
pioneered the continent, drained the swamps and cleared the forests and built the
roads and bridges” (134). The emphasis on “white” combined with Campbell’s
ideology creates an ironic connection between the justification of the myth and
Nazism, suggesting that perhaps the reality of the founding of America is not as
innocent as the myth makes it out to be. Campbell also appeals to the myth that
militarism and the heroic sacrifices of soldiers are necessary: “Red is for the blood of
American patriots which was shed so gladly in years gone by” (134). By making
Campbell, a Nazi, appeal to this militaristic ideal, Vonnegut is again criticizing it by
putting it in the mouth of an unsympathetic character. Here, he develops the criticism
of the myth of necessary bloodshed: “‘You’re going to have to fight the Communists
sooner or later,’ said Campbell. ‘Why not get it over with now?’” (134). Vonnegut’s
criticism of the Orwellian myth of necessary, continued warfare reaches beyond the
time frame of World War Two and into the Cold War era, when American paranoia
of the Soviet Union reigned supreme, and Campbell in the novel takes it to the
extreme by considering a new war inevitable. The novel therefore criticizes the “us
versus them” mentality of the Cold War, and the myth that the United States must
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keep building its arsenal in anticipation of a war that will surely come. This theme is
continued in Edgar Derby’s passionate response to Campbell: “He spoke of the
brotherhood between the American and the Russian people, and how those two
nations were going to crush the disease of Nazism, which wanted to infect the whole
world” (135). The irony here is that the unsympathetic Nazi is calling for war with
the Communists, while Derby calls for brotherhood in his passionate speech where
he also speaks “movingly of the American form of government” (135). Still, in a
postwar world these roles might be reversed, with the victorious American side
turning against their former allies. Derby’s speech becomes even more ironic when it
is immediately followed by the air-raid sirens of Dresden (135). In this way, an
impassioned defense of the American way of life and the importance of defeating the
Nazis is juxtaposed with one of the greatest atrocities committed by the Allies during
the war. The myth of a just war is thus questioned by Vonnegut.
The bombing of Dresden is obviously the major event in the book, and one
that is subject to much of the conflict between myth and reality in the novel. In the
autobiographical first chapter, Vonnegut states that at the time Dresden was not a
famous air raid (8). According to Rigney, Slaughterhouse-Five made people aware
that it was a significant event, and even goes far enough to say that it was major
reason for the discussions on the justification of the bombing (9). Ironically, while
condemning the bombing in his novel, Vonnegut perpetuated another myth: the
number of casualties he gives as 135,000 (136) is from David Irving’s The
Destruction of Dresden, which, as Rigney points out, has been discredited. The
number of casualties is now generally accepted as being somewhere between 25,000
and 40,000 (Rigney 10–11).  Rigney also notes that the inflated casualty figure turns
up in Cliffs Notes, a popular American study guide for middle-schoolers, as
historical information (11). The casualty number becoming almost accepted fact
based on the novel is rather ironic, since Vonnegut wanted to bring Dresden into the
public consciousness and criticize the act. However, the casualty figure has caused
controversy, especially since it is drawn from a book by David Irving, who now is a
well-known Nazi sympathizer. Still, there is the benefit of hindsight here,
considering what we know of Irving now: Rigney defends Vonnegut’s use of The
Destruction of Dresden as “a not unreasonable choice at the time for a non-
specialist” (10). According to Rigney:
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Vonnegut's mistake regarding the number of victims is enough to discredit
the novel as a source of historical knowledge in the traditional sense. But
the novel was not received by its many fans as a work of history (even if it
was perceived as being about a real event in the past). Nor was it ever
intended to be taken seriously as history, as the opening lines make clear:
‘All this happened, more or less.’ (11-12)
Basically, the idea is not that Slaughterhouse-Five is a perfectly accurate
representation of history (which the inclusion of time travel and space aliens may
have already ruled out), but a novel based primarily on Vonnegut’s own experiences.
The exact number of casualties is irrelevant to Vonnegut’s purpose: it does not
matter how many people died, just that innocent people were killed in an Allied
bombing.
Perhaps the most prominent way Vonnegut criticizes the attempted
justifications of the bombing of Dresden is through the character of Bertram
Copeland Rumfoord, a Harvard history professor that ends up in the same hospital
room as Billy Pilgrim in the present day (151). Rumfoord is also a retired Air Force
brigadier general who is writing a book about the United States Air Force in World
War Two, and has decided to add something about Dresden. However, the twenty-
seven volume official history that Rumfoord is basing his book on has almost no
information on Dresden (157). It becomes evident that Rumfoord’s interest in the
event has nothing to do with letting the general public know about it: “‘Americans
have finally heard about Dresden,’ said Rumfoord, twenty-three years after the raid.
‘A lot of them know now how much worse it was than Hiroshima. So I’ve got to put
something about it in my book. From the official Air Force standpoint, it’ll all be
new’” (157). Rumfoord would like to preserve the myth of the moral stature of the
Allied forces and of the just war, but reality gets in his way, and he has to
acknowledge the bombing of Dresden. However, he would rather keep it a secret “for
fear that a lot of bleeding hearts might not think it was such a wonderful thing to do”
(157). Rumfoord believes in the myth of World War Two, but acknowledging the
bombing Dresden is totally opposed to it, so at the very least he has to downplay it.
Not surprisingly, one of the parts from the foreword to The Destruction of Dresden
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he has asked his wife Lily to provide for him is by his friend, U.S.A.F. Lieutenant
General Ira C. Eaker, who is trying to justify the bombing:
I find it difficult to understand Englishmen or Americans who weep
about enemy civilians who were killed but have not shed a tear for our
gallant crews lost in combat with a cruel enemy […]. I deeply regret
that British and U.S. bombers killed 135,000 people in the attack on
Dresden, but I remember who started the last war and I regret even
more the loss of more than 5,000,000 Allied lives in the necessary
effort to completely defeat and utterly destroy Nazism. (154)
This quote matches Rumfoord’s desire to preserve the myths of World War Two: it
refers to the gallant people who sacrificed their lives in the necessary war to defeat
Nazism, while calling the people who died in Dresden “enemy civilians” thus
suggesting that even civilian casualties were acceptable if you consider them part of
the evil you are fighting a necessary war against. It also cannot be ignored that this
quote is preceded by Harry S. Truman’s announcement of the dropping of the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima (152–153), another Allied atrocity committed in World War
Two. This creates a parallel between the two events, of which the better-known one
is Hiroshima. Hence, comparing it to Dresden forces the reader to contrast them in
his or her mind, giving some perspective on the bombing. Even though the casualty
number of Dresden is inflated in the quote, the bombing is still comparable to
Hiroshima, that is, it becomes known to readers of the time, who may not have heard
of the horrific bombing of Dresden.
Rumfoord also asks for a second quote, by another friend of his, British
Air Marshal Sir Robert Saundy. However, the contents of the quote in question
apparently go against his view: “That the bombing of Dresden was a great tragedy
none can deny. That it was really a military necessity few, after reading this book,
will believe” (154). It is likely that Rumfoord will not think much of the second
quote as opposed to the first, since it is so directly opposed to his belief in the myth
of the war. His response to Billy Pilgrim, in a comatose state, who tries to tell him
that he was in Dresden during the bombing is to claim he has echolalia: “Rumfoord
was thinking in a military manner: that an inconvenient person, one whose death he
wished for very much, for practical reasons, was suffering from a repulsive disease”
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(158). He refuses to believe Billy Pilgrim, because what Pilgrim says is contradictory
to his view that the bombing of Dresden was justified; he even quotes Teddy
Roosevelt saying he could “carve a better man out of a banana” (152). Yet this man,
whom Rumfoord considers weak and has no respect for, calls his support for the
World War Two myth into question by being a survivor of Dresden. Rumfoord tries
to tell people that Pilgrim is just repeating what he heard, that he is not really a
survivor of Dresden. However, most likely he knows Pilgrim is telling the truth.
Hence, he tries to rationalize it by saying this “inconvenient person” cannot be right.
Rumfoord is clearly pained by the idea that a man he considers so worthless is
questioning the myth he believes in. Even when he accepts the idea that Pilgrim is a
Dresden survivor, in his conversation with Pilgrim he says that “It had to be done”
and that the men who had to do it should be pitied (163). Thus, although he accepts
that the bombing of Dresden may have been a horrific act, he tries to justify it as
necessary. In other words, Rumfoord would not give much thought to his friend Sir
Robert Saundy’s critical position on Dresden: he is much more likely to repeat
Eaker’s statement, which voices the usual justifications for the bombing. Rumfoord
is thus perpetuating the myth of the just war through his writings.
In Slaughterhouse-Five, Vonnegut satirizes the myths of militarism by
eschewing heroism. The character of Roland Weary is an ironic commentary on the
media that glorify war: the typical scenario of the heroic soldier found in such media
is only a figment of his imagination, and he is actually an unlikeable character who
dies an unheroic death. A similar unheroic fate befalls Edgar Derby: being shot for
stealing a teapot is hardly something that would appear in the media glorifying war.
The reference to the Children’s Crusade in both the novel’s title and in the novel also
serves to remind readers that World War Two was fought by men who were really
little more than boys, not by the Frank Sinatras and John Waynes that Mary O’Hare
mentions in the novel’s first chapter (12). Vonnegut also takes a swipe at the Cold
War by making an unsympathetic Nazi supporting American character espouse the
anti-Communist viewpoints that became popular in the postwar period, while
Derby’s passionate speech condemns that and instead calls for brotherhood between
the two countries (134–135).
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The bombing of Dresden is the major target of Vonnegut’s criticism:
through the character of Bertram Copeland Rumfoord, he mirrors the attempts at
justifying the bombing, and questions the myth of the just war by reminding readers
that the Allied forces also committed atrocities. By writing the novel as in part
autobiographical, Vonnegut also gives the novel a personal touch which makes the
bombing of Dresden seem closer to the reader.
5.3 Free Will and War in Slaughterhouse-Five
Like many of Vonnegut’s works, Slaughterhouse-Five presents war as an
inevitability and suggests that it is inherent to human nature. In the autobiographical
first chapter, Harrison Starr’s response to hearing about his antiwar book is “Why
don’t you write an anti-glacier book instead?” (3), likening war to a force of nature.
Vonnegut agrees with this point of view: “What he meant, of course, was that there
would always be wars, that they were as easy to stop as glaciers. I believe that, too”
(3). His acknowledgement of the inevitability of war is much like that seen in many
of his other works, in which the existence of war is considered a given. However, his
attitude toward war seems to be that it should not be celebrated, even if Vonnegut
has no pretenses about his work being able to stop this force of nature that is so
inherent to humanity.
Billy Pilgrim’s Lions Club meeting is an example of war being an
inevitability: the speaker, a Marine major, states in his speech that “Americans had
no choice but to keep fighting in Vietnam” (49). The expression “no choice”
suggests that there is no free will involved, and that the war continues because it
must. The reference to the prayer on the wall of Pilgrim’s office wall, containing the
phrase “God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change” (50), is
another case of the lack of agency; presumably, the prayer and its wording is an
allusion to war being one of the things that cannot be changed. Pilgrim himself states
that “among the things [he] could not change were the past, the present, and the
future” (50), thus also acknowledging that certain things are inevitabilities he has no
control over. According to Pettersson, a major motif in Slaughterhouse-Five is that
“free will does not exist, since all that exists is destined to exist according to the
structure of the universe” (89). Therefore, the allusions to the war in Vietnam being
something there is no choice over, along with the prayer and Pilgrim’s own
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admittance, seem to point to war being one of the things that cannot be changed
because it is part of the structure of the universe as well as human nature. At the end
of the novel, where Vonnegut is again the narrator, he describes the war as such:
“And every day my Government gives me a count of corpses created by military
science in Vietnam” (173). It is notable that this phrase completely removes human
agency from the equation: the dead in Vietnam are simply the result of science,
which in this case is acting separately from humanity. Then again, this phrasing is
most likely ironic, considering Vonnegut’s position on military science.
The major way in which Vonnegut presents this concept of cosmological
determinism is through the Tralfamadorians, aliens who abduct Billy Pilgrim and
take him to their home planet (21). There he learns about their philosophy:
Earthlings are the great explainers, explaining why this event is structured
as it is, telling how other events may be achieved or avoided. I am a
Tralfamadorian, seeing all time as you might see a stretch of the Rocky
Mountains. All time is all time. It does not change. It does not lend itself to
warnings or explanations. It simply is. (70)
So, according to the Tralfamadorian concept of the universe, everything is
predetermined and there is no way to change it, and the fact that “only on Earth is
there any talk of free will” (70) suggests that Earthlings are wrong to think they can
change the way events are meant to happen. The Tralfamadorian way of thinking
posits that the Marine at the Lions Club meeting is essentially correct when he says
there is no choice but to wage war in Vietnam, because the war is meant to happen.
To try to change this fact would be to try to oppose both human nature and the
structure of the universe.
On Tralfamadore there is more discussion on the nature of war and its
inherent connection to human nature: “Billy expected the Tralfamadorians to be
baffled and alarmed by all the wars and other forms of murder on Earth” (94).
Tellingly, while considering the aspects of human culture that might seem alien to a
different civilization, Pilgrim immediately thinks of war. For him, there is no escape
from the way war is inherent to humanity: an advanced alien society surely has no
need for it. In the structure of the universe, humanity’s place is to be a warlike entity.
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“He expected them to fear that the Earthling combination of ferocity and spectacular
weaponry might eventually destroy part or maybe all of the innocent Universe” (94–
95) is what Pilgrim more specifically thinks of humanity’s place in the universe.
“Earthlings must be the terrors of the Universe! If other planets aren’t now in danger
from Earth, they soon will be” (95), he states. However, the Tralfamadorians inform
him of how the universe ends: “We blow it up, experimenting with new fuels for our
flying saucers. A Tralfamadorian test pilot presses a starter button, and the whole
Universe disappears” (95). The fact that the end of the universe has nothing to do
with humanity’s never ending capacity for war is “another blow to the human ego”
(Giannone 91). Even though science fiction has instilled this idea in Pilgrim (95), the
revelation is something that makes humanity’s illusion of free will seem even more
illusory: despite the inevitability of war, human beings are not masters of their own
fate, even when it comes to their own destruction. It is ironic that despite the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction on Earth, something as mundane as a
testing session for new fuels light years away turns out to be the end of the entire
universe. This could be seen as commentary on the Cold War arms race: the building
of new weapons is seen as a necessity, but turns out to be meaningless in the long
term due to universe being structured differently.
Pilgrim tries to find out from the Tralfamadorians the secret to living in
peace: “As you know, I am from a planet that has been engaged in senseless
slaughter since the beginning of time. […] So tell me the secret so I can take it back
to Earth and save us all: How can a planet live in peace?” (95) However, it turns out
the Tralfamadorians are no strangers to war: “Today we [have a peaceful planet]. On
other days we have wars as horrible as any you’ve ever seen or read about” (96). The
assumption that Earth is the only place in the universe where warfare exists is
presumably one that is fueled by science fiction; utopian societies without war must
exist on alien planets, because war is inevitable on Earth. Any civilization more
advanced than that of Earth must definitely have done away with war. This
supposition is another way for humanity to resign itself to accepting the inevitability
of war: it is merely something that mankind has not yet evolved past. This optimistic
way of thinking presumes that at one point humanity will have done away with its
propensity toward war. According to Slaughterhouse-Five, however, it seems
impossible to separate humanity from war – it is simply part of human nature. The
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Tralfamadorians’ response to the wars on their planet is telling: “There isn’t anything
we can do about them, so we simply don’t look at them. We ignore them. We spend
eternity looking at pleasant moments” (96). Even in an alien society, preventing war
is considered impossible. It is part of the structure of the universe that wars happen,
and the Tralfamadorians cannot do anything to prevent that. In the response there
also seems to be a very Vonnegut-like attitude towards war: while war is inevitable,
it should not be celebrated, or in this case even paid attention to. While ignoring war
is not something that would ever work on Earth, the message of this is that even on
Earth people should pay less attention to war and more attention to peaceful
moments. Pilgrim resigns himself to the thought that “preventing war on Earth is
stupid” (96), seemingly cementing the novel’s deterministic theme.
However, as Pettersson points out, Vonnegut “presents [cosmological
determinism] in a way that makes it seem rather questionable” (92). In
Slaughterhouse-Five, the existence of the Tralfamadorians is ambiguous at best
considering Pilgrim only tells people about them after his airplane crash (24). The
fact that he claims to have traveled in time before the crash adds ambiguity (25), but
of course this can also be questioned because it is told to us by an unreliable narrator.
Therefore, if the Tralfamadorians do not exist, it is possible that the fate of the
universe is not predetermined. Pettersson also points out “the paradox inherent in the
cosmological principle of predestined order and time-travel: if known in advance, the
future should be open to change and thus impossible to predict” (92). If the future is
in fact not set in stone, then maybe war is not, at least in some cases, impossible to
prevent. While Vonnegut’s point about an anti-war book being like an anti-glacier
book seems like something he would earnestly believe in, considering the ambiguity
regarding the Tralfamadorians it is hard to believe that he would completely
subscribe to the belief that preventing war is “stupid,” as Billy Pilgrim says. Even the
prayer referred to earlier does address things that can be changed (50), which would
presumably include war.
Another way this predeterminism is undercut is through characters in
the novel who speak of the inevitability of war, but make it hard to sympathize with
them due to their positions as antagonists. Howard J. Campbell, Jr. says Americans
are “going to have to fight the Communists” (134), a statement that once again
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removes human agency from the decision to wage war. According to Campbell, war
is an inevitability and impossible to change, a stance that echoes the Tralfamadorian
belief that the structure of the universe as well as time has already been laid into
place and cannot be altered. The fact is, however, that Campbell is using this
statement to try to get the American prisoners of war to join his Nazi cause, and thus
it is hard to consider it true evidence of the inevitability of a forthcoming war with
“the Communists”. In fact, Edgar Derby’s speech in favor of the American way as
well as brotherhood with the Russians (135) could be considered an argument against
the predetermined nature of war. Although his talking about brotherhood with the
Russians is certainly ironic considering the later Cold War period, Derby clearly does
not believe that war is inevitable and thinks of it as something that can be prevented
through unity.
Professor Rumfoord also speaks of war as inevitable: he says that the
bombing of Dresden “had to be done”, and tells Billy Pilgrim to “pity the men who
had to do it” (163). Rumfoord’s choice of words is significant in that it once again
downplays the free will of the men who committed the atrocity, describing it as
something that had to happen. This wording is another example of how Vonnegut
might not fully endorse the Tralfamadorian way of determinism: Rumfoord is not
portrayed as a character the reader is meant to sympathize with, but instead as
someone who is directly opposed to Billy Pilgrim’s view of the bombing of Dresden.
It should also be noted that General Eaker’s foreword, which Rumfoord has asked
for, also speaks of “the necessary effort to completely defeat and utterly destroy
Nazism” (154), another choice of words that foregoes the concept of free will in
portraying the actions as necessary and thus something there is no choice but to do.
Eaker also downplays the bombing of Dresden by saying he regrets it, but that it is
not significant compared to the “necessary effort” (154). The way in which this is
opposed to the novel’s point of being based on a personal account of Dresden is more
evidence of Vonnegut downplaying the Tralfamadorian worldview.
The quote by Air Marshal Saundby is the complete opposite of Eaker’s
acknowledging that the bombing of Dresden was not a military necessity and that
“those approved it were neither wicked nor cruel, though it may well be that they
were too remote from the harsh realities of war to understand fully the appalling
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destructive power of air bombardment in the spring of 1945” (154). This phrasing
calls attention to the agency of the people who ordered the bombing. Unlike
Rumfoord’s claim that it “had to be done” and Eaker’s downplaying its significance,
Saundby states that the ones responsible for the order were too far removed from the
war to realize what they were doing. This brings to mind other Vonnegut works, such
as The Sirens of Titan, where the ones giving the orders are also considered to be the
ones with the true agency. In a way, Rumfoord is correct when he tells Pilgrim to
pity the men who did it, since they really did have no choice but to obey the order.
However, the people who ordered the bombing did have a choice, which goes against
Tralfamadorian determinism because the events are not predetermined, but
performed out of free will.
On the other hand, some parts of Saundby’s quote do seem to support
determinism: he writes that “the advocates of nuclear disarmament seem to believe
that, if they could achieve their aim, war would become tolerable and decent. They
would do well to read [The Destruction of Dresden] and ponder the fate of Dresden”
(154). The way this is phrased brings to mind Billy Pilgrim’s resignation to
preventing war on Earth being “stupid”: there is no way to prevent things like the
bombing of Dresden from happening during wartime. This would seem to correlate
with Vonnegut’s general view on war being generally something that cannot be
prevented, as in the beginning of the novel.
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6 Conclusion
These early works by Vonnegut deal with militarism in several
different ways. One of these is dealing with the different myths associated with it:
The Sirens of Titan concerns itself with the concept of an army keeping up
appearances, even if it is in fact just a façade. For example, officers are given gaudy
uniforms and special privileges, even though they are not even truly in command of
the Army of Mars. Similarly, the chants and constant affirmations of the greatness of
the Martian invasion force prove to be nothing more than window dressing as the
Army of Mars consists of a relatively small number of people with outdated
equipment, and their effectiveness is negligible at best, since all the soldiers are mind
controlled. The myth of wartime heroism is also questioned, as Earthlings who kill
many of the invaders are considered heroes, but this proves ironic when the invaders
they defeat turn out to be either practically unarmed or women and children.
The Sirens of Titan also tackles the myth of war as a uniting force, as
Winston Niles Rumfoord is in charge of the invasion force and is using it for the
starting point of his own religion. Here, the concept of Earth defeating the invaders is
employed in a different way, with the Martian invaders portrayed as “saints” who
sacrifice themselves to create Rumfoord’s religion that would unite humanity.
However, the irony here is that the unity created by this phony war would most likely
prove to be transitory at best, considering the Cold War started after World War
Two, another war where a large part of humanity united against a common evil.
The question of free will and war is handled in an unusual way in The
Sirens of Titan, with everyone in the Army of Mars being mind controlled and even
the officers being controlled by a handful of low-ranking “real commanders.” The
Sirens of Titan is far from the only one of these works that deals with officers and
their choices to send men to fight in wars: the protagonist of “All the King’s Horses”
is an officer who is willing to sacrifice his own family members to win a deadly
chess game (a close analogy to a real battle). In that story, the willingness of an
officer to shut off all emotions and not think about his men as human beings is
portrayed as a good thing for an officer to be, which criticizes war as something that
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forces officers to act without humanity. In a way, it could be said that according to
“King’s Horses,” while officers have the power to issue orders to soldiers, their free
will is also limited by outside factors.
Cat’s Cradle deals with the myth of arms buildup as well as the myth
of military might already addressed in The Sirens of Titan: the island nation of San
Lorenzo wants to be considered a force to be reckoned with, so dictator “Papa”
Monzano has to get his hands of ice-nine, which has the power to destroy the entire
world. Naturally, the Soviet Union and the United States have already obtained their
share of ice-nine, making the whole thing a metaphor on the Cold War arms race.
The San Lorenzan Air Force also has gaudily-painted all planes it uses to stage a
demonstration against the “enemies of freedom”, which is absurd considering the
island’s small size and lack of true military power. Nevertheless, their dictator feels
like they have to keep up this myth of militarism. The celebration in honor of the
Hundred Martyrs to Democracy and the speech by Ambassador Minton further
serves to upend the myth of wartime heroism, with Vonnegut unsubtly suggesting
that military parades and celebrations in honor of those who have died in wars
unnecessarily glorify war.
Science and its use for military purposes is a recurrent topic in these
works. Cat’s Cradle deals with Dr. Felix Hoenikker, one of the supposed creators of
the atomic bomb, and portrays him as a person who does not care about the ethics of
working on projects for the military. Just as Hoenikker, the novel in general seems to
suggest that science being used in service of war is something that is bound to
happen, and scientists can do little about it. “Report on the Barnhouse Effect” also
deals with a scientist whose power, while having uses that can benefit mankind, is
wanted by the military for their own purposes. However, unlike Cat’s Cradle,
Professor Barnhouse in this story is portrayed as someone who is both willing and
able to stand up to those who want to use his invention for sinister purposes. “The
Manned Missiles” also references science as being used by the military, and uses
some word choices that make it sound inevitable, but overall it has a much more
reserved view about the matter than Cat’s Cradle.
The theme of free will and war is also explored via two philosophies or
religions: the fatalistic religion of Bokononism in Cat’s Cradle and the deterministic
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outlook of the Tralfamadorians in Slaughterhouse-Five. Bokononism considers war
inherent in humanity, and contains the belief that good societies must be pitted
against evil ones. However, it should be remembered that Bokononism according to
Bokonon himself is based on “harmless untruths,” and therefore this claim could be
considered dubious. Then again, it seems as if Bokonon truly does believe in the
inherence of war and conflict, since he uses it to his own advantage in making
himself into an adversary for the leader of the nation.
The Tralfamadorian philosophy of determinism, in which the structure
of the universe and all the events within are predetermined and cannot be changed, is
something that is both adhered to and disputed in Slaughterhouse-Five, at least when
it comes to war. On the one hand, both Vonnegut’s comment in the autobiographical
first chapter agreeing with the likening of anti-war books to anti-glacier ones and the
scene on Tralfamadore where it becomes obvious that even they wage war seem to
support the view that war is inevitable, part of the structure of the universe that
cannot be changed. On the other hand, the Tralfamadorians may not actually be real,
and may only exist in Billy Pilgrim’s mind. Several unsympathetic characters also
speaking out in favor of the inevitability of war also seem to reinforce the view that
the universe and war may not be predetermined after all.
Since all these works were originally published in the 1950s and 1960s,
it is understandable that the Cold War is a recurring theme. “All the King’s Horses”,
published in 1951, presents the guerrilla chief Pi Ying as evil and Soviet Major
Barzow as someone who considers the Americans his enemy in what is probably the
closest that any of these works come to the standard American view of the time.
However, even that story presents the American protagonist as calculating and
willing to sacrifice his own family members, as well as being eager to answer
Barzow’s challenge. “The Manned Missiles” is remarkable in that it is a story in
which the Soviet narrator and his son are portrayed as equals to their American
counterparts. Both Stepan Ivankov and Bryant Ashland are said to be peace-loving
men who are in the military because of their knowledge of rocketry and flying skills,
and any conflict between them is due to their governments. Their fathers, the
narrators of the story, also do not bear a grudge toward each other and want to live in
peace. Even Slaughterhouse-Five, while being about World War Two, contains
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commentary on the Cold War in the form of Edgar Derby’s speech to Howard J.
Campbell, which is ironic in the sense that it speaks of brotherhood between the
Russians and Americans, something that would not happen after the war. Vonnegut’s
anti-Cold War position is clear in these stories, and is rather unusual for an American
writer of this time period.
In some of the earliest of these works, Vonnegut displays a certain anti-
war optimism that would not be visible in his later works. In “Report on the
Barnhouse Effect”, the titular Professor Barnhouse succeeds in destroying all
military equipment on Earth and manages to turn warfare into countries informing
him of weapons so he can destroy them. While all the countries on Earth make
Barnhouse a marked man, the end of the story makes it clear that the narrator, his
protégé, has the secret of Barnhouse’s power and can continue his work. “The
Manned Missiles” is an anti-Cold War story that describes two ordinary citizens who
are able to discuss their differences peacefully despite the fact that the tension
between their nations has resulted in the deaths of their sons. It also has an optimistic
note regarding science and war, as Stepan’s brother Alexei decides that he wants to
become a scientist in service of peace. Whatever the reason for Vonnegut’s change in
attitude – perhaps it was the Cold War getting prolonged, or the tone of his stories
shifting toward the absurd – it is obvious that his later works tend to take a more
pessimistic (or some would say realistic) antiwar stance.
Overall, while Vonnegut’s antiwar outlook is clear from his works, the
exact nature of it is hard to define. While he attacks the myths of militarism and
ponders the connection between free will and war, he at least at times seems to
accept war as inevitable. Perhaps the best way to sum it up is by saying that he might
consider war inherent to human nature, but not something that should be celebrated
through media and other ways of glorifying warfare.
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